Abstract. We consider sequences of open Riemannian manifolds with boundary that have no regularity conditions on the boundary. To define a reasonable notion of a limit of such a sequence, we examine "δ inner regions" which avoid the boundary by a distance δ. We prove Gromov-Hausdorff compactness theorems for sequences of these "δ inner regions". We then build "glued limit spaces" out of the Gromov-Hausdorff limits of these δ interior regions and study the properties of these glued limit spaces. Our main applications assume the sequence is noncollapsing and has nonnegative Ricci curvature. We include open questions.
Introduction
Recall that Gromov's Ricci Compactness Theorem states that a sequence of compact Riemannian manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature and a uniform upper bound on diameter has a subsequence which converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a metric space [8] . When the sequence of manifolds is noncollapsing, then the Gromov-Hausdorff limit spaces have a variety of properties, particularly restrictions on their metrics, their Hausdorff measures, and their topologies. These properties were proven by Cheeger, Colding, Naber, Wei and the second author (c.f. [3] , [4] , [5] and [13] ).
Here we consider an open Riemannian manifold, (M m , g), endowed with the length metric, d M , as in (4) . We define the boundary to be (1) ∂M =M \ M whereM is the metric completion of M. For example, (M m , g) may be a smooth manifold with boundary. However, we do not require any smoothness conditions on this boundary.
First observe that Gromov's Ricci Compactness Theorem does not hold for precompact open manifolds with boundary that have a uniform upper bound on diameter even if they are flat and two dimensional: Example 1.1. The j-fold covering spaces, M j , of the annulus, Ann 0 (1/ j, 1) ⊂ E 2 , depicted in Figure 1 , are flat surfaces such that (2) Diam(M j ) ≤ 2 + π and Vol(M j ) = j(π − π(1/ j) 2 ). Kodani [11] , Anderson-Katsuda-Kurylev-Lussas-Taylor [1] , Wong [14] and, most recently, Knox [10] have proven compactness theorems for sequences of Riemannian manifolds with boundary assuming curvature controls on the boundary. A survey of these results has been written by the first author [12] . Since we do not wish to assume the boundary is smooth, we prove compactness theorems for regions which avoid the boundary [Theorem 1.4]. We then glue together the limits of these regions [Theorem 6.3] and prove these glued limit spaces have nice properties [Theorem 8.8] . Note that d M δ is only defined between points in connected components of M δ . The intrinsic diameter Remark 5.5) demonstrating the necessity of the hypothesis requiring an upper volume bound. In Theorem 5.2, stated within, we remove the intrinsic diameter condition, (8) , and the noncollapsing condition, (215), and assume conditions on closed geodesics and constant sectional curvature instead. Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 5.2 are proven in Section 5. First we review of GromovHausdorff convergence in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we study the limits of inner regions in sequences of manifolds that have Gromov-Hausdorff limits. See in particular Theorem 4.1. These sections contain many examples.
In Section 6 we define glued limit spaces for any sequence of open Riemannian manifolds, (M j , g j ) assuming that for all δ > 0, (M δ j , d j ) converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a metric space (Y δ , d δ ). We build a "glued limit space", (Y, d Y ), from these Y δ in Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.3. The metric completion of a glued limit space is called a "completed glued limit space".
Note that this glued limit space may exist even when (M j , d j ) has no Gromov-Hausdorff limit as in Examples 2.13, [Remark 6.10]. The glued limit may not be precompact even when one has a sequence of flat Riemannian manifolds with boundary [Examples 6.11 and 6.12] .
In general the completed glued limit space of a sequence of M j need not be unique [Example 6.16 ]. However, if the (M j , d M j ) have a Gromov-Hausdorff limit, (X, d X ), then the completed glued limit space is unique and is embedded isometrically into X [Theorem 6.6]. The completed glued limit space need not be isometric to the Gromov-Hausdorff limit [Example 4.10] even when the (M j , g j ) are regions in the Euclidean plane satisfying all the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4 [Remark 6.7] . Intuitively, regions which collapse relative to the boundary disappear while regions which collapse that lie far from the boundary, need not disappear.
In Section 7 we apply Theorems 5.2 and 1.4 to construct glued limit spaces for sequences of manifolds with curvature bounds [Theorems 7.1 and 7.4. In Section 8 we explore the properties of these glued limit spaces. First we present an example where the curvature bounds in the sequence of manifolds is lost in the Gromov-Hausdorff limit [Example 8.1]. Then we prove Proposition 8.4 concerning glued limits of manifolds with constant sectional curvature. We close with Theorem 8.8, proving that glued limits constructed under the conditions of Theorem 1.4 have Hausdorff dimension m, Hausdorff measure ≤ V, and positive density everywhere. This final theorem is proven using Theorem 8.3 which proves certain balls in glued limit spaces are the Gromov-Hausdorff limits of nice balls in the open manifolds, combined with the Bishop-Gromov Volume Comparison Theorem [8] and Colding's Volume Convergence Theorem [4] .
Throughout the paper we state open questions: Question 6.14, Question 8.6, Question 8.7, Question 8.10, and Question 8.9. The first author is in the process of proving Question 8.10 as part of her doctoral dissertation. Please contact us if you would like to work on one of the other open questions or if you are interested in extending our theorems to the setting where the sequence has a negative uniform lower Ricci curvature bound or is allowed to collapse.
We would like to thank Stephanie Alexander (UIUC) for informing us about the work of Wong and Kodani when we first began to explore the question. We'd like to thank Frank Morgan (Williams) and David Johnson (Lehigh) for their interest and encouragement. We'd like to thank Pedro Solórzano (UC Riverside) for looking over some of the proofs. Thanks to Tabitha (IS 25), Penelope (IS 25) and Kendall (PS 32) for building the models of Examples 1.1-1. 
Background
Here we review Gromov-Hausdorff convergence and Gromov's Compactness Theorem [8] . A good resource for this material is [2] .
2.1. Hausdorff Convergence. In [8] , Gromov defined the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between pairs of compact metric spaces. We review this definition here. Definition 2.1 (Hausdorff). The Hausdorff distance between two compact subsets, A 1 , A 2 , of a metric space, Z, with metric, d Z , is defined
Observe that if one has a sequence of compact subsets A j ⊂ Z such that d H (A j , A ∞ ) → 0, then for all a ∈ A ∞ there exists a j ∈ A j such that lim j→∞ a j = a. One also has the following lemma:
Then for all r > 0 there exists r j = r + δ j + h j → r such that the closed balls converge
Here we are not assuming A ∞ or A j are length spaces. For completeness of exposition we include the proof of this well known lemma:
Now we need only show there exists ε j → 0 such that
Suppose not. Then there exists ε 0 > 0 such that for all j sufficiently large, there is an
Since Z is compact and
is open, a subsequence of the x j converge to some
Observe that for our subsequence y j → x ∞ , thus
which is a contradiction.
2.2.
Gromov-Hausdorff Convergence.
between metric spaces is a mapping which preserves distances:
Definition 2.4 (Gromov). The Gromov-Hausdorff distance between a pair of compact metric spaces,
where the infimum is taken over all isometric embeddings ϕ i : X i → Z and all metric spaces, Z.
Gromov proved that the Gromov-Hausdorff distance is a distance on the space of compact metric spaces. When studying metric spaces, X i , which are only precompact, one takes the metric completions,X i , before comparing such spaces using the Gromov-Hausdorff distance:
Definition 2.5. Given a precompact metric space space, (X, d X ), the metric completion, (X, d X ), consists of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences, {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ...}, in X, where
and two Cauchy sequences are equivalent if the distance between them is 0. There is an isometric embedding
In this paper we define the boundary of an open metric space
When M is a smooth Riemannian manifold with boundary, then this notion of boundary agrees with the standard notion of boundary. However, if M is a smooth Riemannian manifold with a singular point removed, then the boundary in our setting is just the missing singular point.
Lattices and Gromov-Hausdorff Convergence.
One technique that can be applied to produce amazingly complicated Gromov-Hausdorff limits from surfaces, is to construct lattices. The basic well known lemma is as follows:
Then for any ε > 0 there exists a 2 dimensional manifold M ε such that
The classic application of this lemma is to construct a Gromov-Hausdorff limit of Riemannian surfaces which is infinite dimensional:
j ] with the taxi metric and let
be the infinite dimensional space also with the taxi metric:
Thus by Lemma 2.6 we have a sequence of surfaces M k converging to X as well.
Since we are interested in manifolds with boundary, we will prove a stronger version of Lemma 2.6 that can be applied to produce examples later in the paper.
with the taxi product metric and A ⊂ ∂X (possibly empty), then for any ε > 0 there exists an open Riemannian surface, M, with boundary, ∂M (possible empty) such that
We can also prove that if we have a collection of X k and A k ⊂ ∂X k as above with subsets B k ⊂ X k and isometric embeddings ψ k : B k+1 → B k , and we glue together X = X 1 X 2 · · · X k along these isometric embeddings, and set A = ∪A k ⊂ X, then for any ε > 0 we have an open Riemannian surface, M, with boundary, ∂M (possible empty) such that
In fact, for any δ > 0, using the restricted distances, we have
Proof. For the first part, we take a lattice
Here we use Y ε to denote the points and Y ε to include 1 dimensional edges between the points in the lattice. Observe that d Y ε (y 1 , y 2 ) = d X (y 1 , y 2 ) because we are using the taxi norm. Let Figure 3 is the graph Y ε with A ε is depicted in red.
Next we construct a smooth surface M by replacing the lattice points in A ε ⊂ Y ε by small hemispheres of diameter << ε and lattice points in Y ε \ A ε by small spheres of diameter << ε. We replace the line segments in Y ε by arbitrarily thin cylinders of the same length, small enough that we can glue them to their corresponding spheres smoothly replacing disjoint balls in those spheres or hemispheres. This creates a smooth manifold, M, such that ∂M is a union of the boundaries of the hemispheres such that
See the right side of Figure 3 , where M 2 is depicted in black and ∂M 2 is in red. This completes the first claim in the proposition.
To complete the rest, we take M k consisting of tubes joined at spheres and hemispheres close to X k as above such that
Note that in the construction above we could have created B k ⊂ Y k corresponding to B k . We have ε/(2k) almost distance preserving maps ψ k : B k+1 → B k . So now we glue together the M k to form M as follows. If b ∈ B k maps to ψ k (b) ∈ B k we connect the sphere or hemisphere corresponding to b in M k to a sphere or hemisphere corresponding to ψ k (b) in M k+1 by a very short, very thin tube.
2.4.
Review of Gromov's Compactness Theorem. In [8] , Gromov proved a compactness theorem for sequences of compact metric spaces. We review this theorems and related propositions here. 
This collection M D,N is compact with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
It is standard to determine whether a metric space lies in such a compact collection by examining maximal collections of disjoint balls: Proposition 2.10. Given a metric space (X, d X ). Let N be the maximum number of pairwise disjoint balls of radius /2 that can lie in X. Then the minimum number of balls of radius required to cover X is ≤ N.
Proof. Let {B x i ( /2) : i = 1, ..., N} be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint balls of radius /2. Let x ∈ X. Then ∃i ∈ {1, ..., N} such that
In a Riemannian manifold or metric measure space, the volumes of balls may thus be applied to determine the function, N. Proof.
Gromov applies his compactness theorem in conjunction with these propositions to study the compactness of sequences of compact Riemannian manifolds for which one is able to control the volumes of balls. We will apply the same idea to study sequences of metric completions of open manifolds.
One of the beauties of Gromov's Compactness Theorem, is that he has proven the converse as well: Theorem 2.12.
[Gromov] Suppose (X j , d j ) are compact metric spaces. Suppose that there exists 0 > 0 such that X j contains at least j disjoint balls of radius 0 . Then no subsequence of the X j has a Gromov-Hausdorff limit.
In particular, if (X j , d X j ) GH −→ (X, d X ) then they have a uniform upper bound on diameter. Nor can they have many splines, as in the following example:
Observe that in M j , the balls of radius 1 about (2πk/ j, 3) are disjoint because paths between these points in M j must reach within r ≤ 2 between the splines and so have length ≥ 2(3 − 2). Thus there are j disjoint balls of radius 1 in M j and no subsequence of the metric completions of M j converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense.
Example 2.14. Let
be a disjoint union of spaces with taxicab metrics glued with a gluing map ψ(0, y) = (0, y). Then X j has no Gromov-Hausdorff converging subsequence because it has j disjoint balls of radius 1 about points (1, 0). If we take surfaces M j as constructed in Proposition 2.8, such that
they also have no Gromov-Hausdorff converging subsequence.
Defining an appropriate compact metric space and applying Theorem 2.16, in a later paper, [7] (page 65), Gromov proved the following useful theorem.
Theorem 2.15 (Gromov) . If one has a sequence of compact metric spaces,
, then there exists a common compact metric space Z and isometric embeddings ϕ j : 
then there is a subsequence with a continuous limit function
If the f j are isometric embeddings, then so is f .
In particular, if the X j are geodesic spaces, then so is the limit space [8] . In fact, Gromov's Compactness Theorem has a commonly used version applied to balls which we state as follows: For completeness of exposition we show how Gromov's original proof implies Theorem 2.20.
does not reach the boundary of M j , so we may apply the Bishop-Gromov Volume Comparison Theorem to see that:
So now we may apply Proposition 2.11 to complete the proof. . Then for all r > 0 and for all p j ∈ M j such that p j → p ∞ we have
Remark 2.24. Again Colding's proof does not really require M j to be complete. These M j could be open Riemannian manifolds as long as B p j (r) ⊂M j does not hit the boundary.
Here we do not need to worry about twice the radius because the proof involves estimating countable collections of small balls B q j,i ( j,i ) in B p j (r) and applying Theorem 2.21 to those small balls and one can always ensure the B q j,i (2 j,i ) avoid the boundary as in Remark 2.22 Cheeger-Colding then conducted a study of the properties of Gromov-Hausdorff limits of manifolds of nonnegative Ricci curvature in [3] . They improve upon Theorem 2.23, allowing M ∞ to be an arbitrary limit space as long as the sequence is noncollapsing: 
where H m is the Hausdorff measure of dimension m. Of course, Cheeger and Colding study more than just manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature and more than just noncollapsing sequences in their work, but these theorems are the only ones needed in this paper. See also work of the second author with Wei for an adaption of their volume convergence theorem which deals with Hausdorff measures defined using restricted vs intrinsic distances [13] .
Properties of Inner Regions
Given an open Riemannian manifold, M, we have defined the δ inner region, M δ in Definition 1.3. Note that these spaces are open Riemannian manifolds, however we will study them using the restricted distance, d M , rather than the intrinsic length metric, d M δ , defined in (6) . There are natural isometric embeddings of (M δ , d M ) and its metric com-
Thus the metric completion is, in fact, compact when M is precompact. This occurs, for example, when M has finite diameter.
Example 3.1. In Figure 3 , we depict a single flat manifold, M 2 , which is a flat disk with a spline attached. For a sequence of δ 1 < δ 2 < δ 3 < δ 4 , the grey inner regions depict M δ i . For δ sufficiently large M δ is an empty set.
Lemma 3.2. For any sequence δ i → 0, we have
In fact,
Inner regions, M δ , with restricted metrics, d M , are not necessarily length spaces.
In the flat open manifold
the distance between (3, 1) and (−3, 1) is
because they are joined by curves of length arbitrarily close to 6. However for δ = 1 we have
The length of any curve in M δ between (3, 1) and (−3, 1) must go around (0, 2) and thus has length at least 2
In fact inner regions of path connected manifolds need not be connected:
Example 3.5. Let our manifold be the connected union of balls in the Euclidean plane:
Thus for δ > 3,
However for δ < 5, we have
Thus M δ is not connected for δ ∈ (3, 5).
Manifolds with Gromov-Haudorff limits have Converging Inner Regions
In this section we will prove:
for any δ = δ i in the sequence and
Note that M δ j can be an empty space. See Example 4.8. Consider the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of an empty metric space, to be an empty metric space.
Remark 4.2. In Example 4.9 we see that a subsequence j k may be necessary to obtain GH convergence of the δ inner regions and that U {δ i },{ j k } depends on the choice of the subsequence. In Example 4.11 we see that even the closure of U {δ i },{ j k } may depend on the choice of subsequence j k . In Example 4.12 we see that U {δ i },{ j k } may be disjoint and not isometric. 
and if (72) holds for δ 1 , δ 2 , 0 < δ 2 < δ 1 , then
Given a sequence of positive numbers δ i → 0 there exists a subsequence { j k } ⊂ N such that (72) holds for all δ = δ i . Let
There are occasions where M δ j can be an empty space. We consider the Hausdorff limit of an empty metric space, to be an empty metric space.
Before we prove this theorem we provide an example demonstrating that even if
for some δ 1 > δ 2 > 0, we cannot assure that for δ ∈ (δ 2 , δ 1 ),M δ j k converges:
Example 4.4. Fix ε < 1/3. In 2 dimensional Euclidean space, E 2 , consider the sequence M j where M 2 j is a ball of radius 1 with a spline of width 4ε attached to it as it is depicted in Figure 3 , M 2 j+1 is a ball of radius 1 with a spline whose width decreases from 6ε to 4ε as j → ∞. ThenM 
Any subsequence {A j k } of {A j } also converges in Hausdorff sense to A ∞ . Then
We now prove Theorem 4.3:
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.16 to the sequence {M
thus (72) holds for all n. Let y be an element of
Suppose that
The same reasoning works to prove
With the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 define
where the union is taken over all δ for whichM δ j k is a sequence that converges in Hausdorff sense to a metric space, W δ ( j k ), and
where W δ is the Hausdorff limit space of some convergent subsequence ofM Proof. By Theorem 2.15 there exists a common metric space Z and isommetric embed-
Clearly, (68) holds and
is an open subset of X that does not depend on the sequence δ i .
Unions of the Limits of Inner Regions in the Gromov-Haudorff limits.
The following notion of a limit's interior union has some interesting properties: Definition 4.7. We define a "limit's inner union" of a sequence of open Riemannian manifolds satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 to be
where the union is taken over all δ > 0 such that M δ j k have Gromov-Hausdorff limits as in Theorem 4.1. Observe that for any sequence δ i ∈ D { j k } , by (71) we have
In Theorem 6.6, we will prove that the limit's inner union, U, defined in Definition 4.7 is a special case of the glued limits we will construct in Theorem 6.3. Since it is easy to understand the properties of these U, we present a few examples of them here so that we may refer to them later as examples of glued limit spaces. In the following example we see that U { j k } depends on the subsequence { j k } and in Example 4.10, we see that X is not necessarily contained in the closure of U.
Example 4.9. Let M 2 j be the standard Euclidean disk of radius 1 and let M 2 j+1 be the standard Euclidean disk with the center point removed. ThenM j is a closed Euclidean disk as is the limit space X. Given δ ∈ (0, 1), M Example 4.10. In 2 dimensional Euclidean space consider the sequence of a ball with a spline attached to it as it is depicted in Figure 3 . The Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the sequence is a ball with an interval attached while the closure of U is just the closed ball.
In Example 4.9, we saw U {2 j} U {2 j+1} still their closures are the same. This is not always the case. U { j k } could even be an empty set.
Example 4.11. For j ∈ N, let M 2 j be a flat torus so it has no boundary and M 2 j+1 be flat tori with increasingly dense small holes cut out but the holes get smaller and smaller so that they still converge to the flat torus X. U {2 j} = X but for any δ > 0, M δ 2 j+1 becomes an empty set. So U {2 j+1} is the empty set.
Example 4.12. For j ∈ N, let M 2 j be a flat torus S 1 × S 1 , with increasingly many dense small holes in W × S 1 , where W = (0, π/4) ⊂ S 1 and let M 2 j+1 be a flat torus S 1 × S 1 , with increasingly many dense small holes in (
with the restricted distance from S 1 × S 1 which are disjoint and not isometric to each other. 
in the Euclidean plane where A 2 j is an increasingly dense increasingly tiny collection of balls in (1, 3)×(0, 1) and A 2 j+1 is an increasingly dense increasingly tiny collection of balls in (1, 3) × (2, 3). Then
For δ > 0 fixed taking j large enough that 1/ j < 2δ we see that
which is isometric to
Thus M δ j have a GH limit without taking a subsequence. On the other hand the limit inner regions are not equal:
only isometric. We will prove in Theorem 6.6 that when M δ j have GH limits for all δ then the closures of the limit's inner unions are always isometric.
Converging Inner Regions of Sequences with Curvature Bounds
In this section we prove δ inner regions converge under certain geometric hypothesis on the manifolds even when the manifolds themselves have no Gromov-Hausdorff limits. 
where a closed geodesic is any geodesic which starts and ends at the same point.
Recall that complete simply connected manifolds with constant sectional curvature H ≤ 0 have no closed geodesics by the Hadamard Theorem while those with H > 0 have
). Here we are requiring that the closed geodesic lies in an open manifold M and we do not have completeness.
such that the metric completion with the restricted metric converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to a metric space (Y δ , d). In particular the extrinsic diameters measured using the restricted metric are bounded uniformly We claim that there are also no cut points to p in B p ( ). If there was a cut point, q, then proceeding as in a similar way to Klingenberg [9] , there exists a closed geodesic starting at p of length ≤ 2d(p, q) < 2 0 . By hypothesis, the length of this closed geodesic is greater than l which is a contradiction.
Thus there is a Riemannian isometric diffeomorphism 
we conclude that Remark 5.5. Let (M j , g j ) be the j th covering space of Ann (0,0) (1/ j, 1) ⊂ E 2 . Since every point in M j is less than a distance 1 from the inner boundary, and the inner boundary has length j2π(1/ j) = 2π, we know
Yet the number of disjoint balls of radius δ < 1/4 centered on the cover of ∂B (0,0) (1/2) is greater than 2 j. So there is no subsequence of M δ j which converges in the GromovHausdorff sense.
This sequence fails to satisfy the volume condition of Theorem 5.2:
It is worth observing that the intrinsic diameters
Remark 5.6. The flat manifolds of Example 1.2 described explicitly in Example 2.13 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2. See Figure 5 . In fact for fixed δ > 0, once (2π/ j)4 < δ, every point with r ≥ 2 lies within a distance δ from the boundary because the spline is less than δ wide. So all the M δ j eventually lie within r < 2, where the metric is just the standard Euclidean metric and there is a uniform bound on the number of disjoint balls. So the Gromov-Hausdorff limit also lies within the Euclidean ball of radius 2. On the other hand, every point within the ball of radius 1 + δ < r < 2 − δ, lies in M Proposition 5.7. If (M, g M ) is a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary that has nonnegative Ricci curvature, then for any δ > 0, and any ∈ (0, δ/2), the δ inner region, M δ , contains a finite collection of points {p 1 , p 2 , ...p N }, such that
Remark 5.8. Note that in this proposition, we can use the volume of any ball centered in M δ to estimate θ in (106). This allows us to study sequences like those in Example 3.1. One does not need a Ricci curvature condition if one has a uniform lower bound on the volumes of all balls centered in M δ as can be seen in Proposition 2.11 in the review of Gromov-Hausdorff convergence.
Proof. By Propositions 2.10 and 2.11 in the review of Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, we need only to find a uniform lower bound on the volume of an arbitrary ball B p ( ) centered at p ∈ M δ . Fix q achieving the supremum in (215). Then by the fact that B q (δ) does not hit ∂M and M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, we may apply the Bishop-Gromov Volume Comparison Theorem to see that,
Let n > L/ and x j = C(t j ) where t j = jL/n, so that
In particular B x j (2 ) lies within the interior of M and has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Thus by the Bishop-Gromov Volume Comparison Theorem,
Applying this repeatedly from j = 1 to n, and finally applying (107), we have
The estimate on N(δ, , D δ , V, θ) then follows immediately from Propositions 2.10 and 2.11.
Glued Limit Spaces
In this section we define "glued limit spaces" and "completed glued limit spaces" providing a study of their properties without making any curvature assumptions. We begin by constructing isometric embeddings ϕ δ i+1 ,δ i : Finally we construct some important examples of glued limit space for sequences which do not have Gromov-Hausdorff limits. In Remark 6.10 we describe how Example 2.13 has a bounded and precompact glued limit space. We provide another example with a bounded glued limit space which is not precompact [Example 6.12]. We provide an example where the glued limit space is not a length space [Remark 6.13]. We close this section with Example 6.16 demonstrating that these glued limit spaces and their completions depend on the isometric embeddings used to define them and need not be unique.
Gluing the Inner Regions Together.
Here we prove the existence of isometric embeddings which we will later apply as glue to connect the inner regions together. 
for all i, where possibly some of these sequences and their limits are eventually empty sets. Then there exist subsequential limit isometric embeddings:
which are just the identity when δ i = δ i+1 . If δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ] there exists a compact metric space,
, and a converging subsequence
and when δ ∈ (δ i+1 , δ i ) for any such Y δ the restriction map, ϕ δ,δ i : 
By Theorem 2.16 we can choose a subsequence
Then by uniqueness up to an isometry of the Gromov-Hausdorff limit space there exists an isometric embedding
By Theorem 2.12 there is a uniform upper bound, D i > 0, of the diameters of (M 
Apply Theorem 2.9 to get a subsequence
The choice of a subsequence
The rest of the theorem immediately follows.
Remark 6.2. The choice of isometric embeddings ϕ δ i+1 ,δ i is not unique. See Example 6.16 where we provide two distinct isometric embeddings ϕ δ i+1 ,δ i ϕ δ i+1 ,δ i .
6.2.
Glued Limit Spaces are Defined. We now define a glued limit space for a sequence of Riemannian manifolds satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1. We prove that this glued limit space is a metric space unless it is the empty set. We prove that it contains isometric images of all Gromov-Haudorff limits of converging subsequences of inner regions (which may be empty). An example of a sequence of open Riemannian manifolds which has an empty glued limit space will be given in Remark 6.8. Our definitions of a glued limit space and a completed glued limit space are stated along with their construction in the following theorem: Theorem 6.3. Given a sequence of open Riemannian manifolds, M j , with a sequence δ i → 0 satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1, one can define a "glued limit space", Y, using the subsequential limit isometric embeddings of (116) as follows:
with the metric:
where we set
This glued limit is not defined using an arbitrary collection of isometric embeddings but rather only those achieved as in Theorem 6.1. Furthermore, for all δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ] there exists a subsequence M δ j k which converges in Gromov-Hausdorf sense to a compact metric space Y δ and for any such Y δ there exists an isometric embedding
such that for the δ i in our sequence we have
If β j is any sequence decreasing to 0, then
We say that a sequence of open Riemannian manifolds, M j , has a glued limit space, Y, if there exists a sequence of δ i → 0, satisfying the hypothesis of this theorem. A "completed glued limit" is defined to be the metric completion of a glued limit space,Ȳ, and the "boundary of a glued limit space" is the set,Ȳ \ Y. 
for some j > 1 What we are doing in the third and fourth part of the definition of F δ i is the following. Suppose that y ∈ Y δ 0 /i then either
. In the latter case there exists
. Proceeding in the same way, if necessary, we find j such that there exists y j ∈ Y δ j \ ϕ δ j ,δ j−1 (Y δ j−1 ) when j > 1 and y j ∈ Y δ j when j = 1, that satisfies y = ϕ δ i ,δ j (y j ). It is easy to see that
and for j < i, , which converges in the GH sense to a limit
where ϕ δ 0 ,δ , ϕ δ i+1 ,δ are given in Theorem 6.1.
Observe that in the latter case of the definition of F δ , F δ i = F δ • ϕ δ,δ i . This and the definition of F δ gives:
Now we have β j decreasing to 0, there exists N sufficiently large that β j ≤ δ 0 , and for all j ≥ N we have ∃i j such that β j ∈ [δ i+1 , δ i ). From (131) and (133), taking δ = β i , we conclude that
. To prove that F δ is an isometric embedding it is enough to prove that for each F δ i . F δ 0 is an isometric embedding by definition of Y. For F δ i+1 we must check three cases.
The triangle inequality follows from the above paragraphs. For x, y, z ∈ Y, find δ such that x, y, z ∈ F δ (Y δ ). The triangle inequality holds for the preimages of x, y, z and since F δ is an isometric embedding, it also holds for x, y, z. Here we assume that the M j also have a (possibly empty) completed glued limit space as in Theorem 6.3. We prove that this completed glued limit space is unique and provide a precise description as to how to find this completed glued limit space as a subset of the Gromov-Hausdorff limit [Theorem 6.6] .
Note that the completed glued limit need not agree with the Gromov-Hausdorff limit [Remark 6.7] . In fact we provide an example where the completed glued limit space is empty [Remark 6.8] .
It should be emphasized that we must assume the M j have a completed glued limit to obtain uniqueness. It is possible that a sequence M j has a Gromov-Hausdorff limit and that one needs a subsequence to obtain a glued limit and that different subsequences provide different completed glued limits [See Remark 6.9]. Theorem 6.6. Let {M j } be a sequence of open manifolds that converge in Gromov-Hausdorf sense to a compact metric space (X, d X ). Suppose Y is a glued limit space of the {M j } defined as in Theorem 6.3. Then the completed glued limitȲ is isometric to the closure, U { j k } ⊂ X, of any limit's inner union, U { j k } ⊂ X, defined as in Definition 4.7 for any subsequence j k . In particular any completed glued limit and the closure of any of the limit's inner regions are isometric.
We do not claim all the limit's inner regions are the same subset of X and in fact this is not true even after taking a closure. They are only isometric to one another. See Example 4.13.
Proof. Let Y be a glued limit space defined using Theorems 6.3 and 6.1 via a sequence of isometric embeddings ϕ j of M
into a sequence of compact metric spaces Z i rather than a single compact metric space Z.
Since we have assumed the original sequence of Riemannian manifolds has a glued limit space Y without requiring a subsequence, the following spaces are isometric:
for any pair of subsequences { j k } and { j k }.
Recall that Theorem 6.3 states that for each δ > 0 there exists an isometric embedding
Since Y δ is the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the inner regions M δ j , it is isometric to the limit of the inner regions Y δ ( j k ) ⊂ U { j k } ⊂ X of Theorem 4.1. Note that we need a subsequence for each δ to produce the limit of the inner regions. We can produce a diagonal subsequence (also denoted { j k }) such that
So we have isometric embeddings,
Since
for each i and any h we may study the restriction
Since F δ i (Y δ i ) and X are compact, we can find a subsequence h k depending on i which converges to a limit isometric embedding:
We may do this for each i and diagonalize the subsequences if we wish. Since ψ δ i+h is a restriction of ψ δ i+1+h we see that ψ i,∞ is a restriction of ψ i+1,∞ . Thus we may define an isometric embedding
Extending this we have an isometric embedding:
Since X is compact,Ū { j k } is compact and thus so isȲ. We need only construct an isometric embedding fromŪ { j k } toȲ to prove that these spaces are isometric because they are compact metric spaces. We repeat the same trick as above but now using the fact that we have isometries
, we may study for each i and any h the restriction
Since we have shownȲ is compact, a subsequence converges for each i (and we can diagonalize these subsequences), so that we obtain isometric embeddings
Since F i,∞ is a restriction of F i+1,∞ we can define an isometric embedding
This extends to an isometric embedding fromŪ { j k } toȲ. Since we have a pair of isometric embeddings between a pair of compact metric spaces, these metric spaces are isometric.
Remark 6.7. It is possible that the completed glued limit is not the same as the GromovHausdorff limit. Example 4.10 has a glued limit which is an open disk in Euclidean space, its completed glued limit is the closed disk while its Gromov-Hausdorff limit is a disk with a line segment attached.
Remark 6.8. The glued limit of a sequence of open Riemannian manifolds may exist but be the empty set. See for example the sequence M 2 j+1 in Example 4.11. This sequence converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense but U is an empty set. It only satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1 in a trivial way: for each δ > 0 there exists
Remark 6.9. A sequence of M j which converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense may not have a glued limit space. In fact one may need to take a subsequence to obtain a glued limit and different subsequences might produce different glued limit spaces. In Examples 4.9-4.12, the subsequence M 2 j has a completed glued limit space which is isometric toŪ {2 j} and the subsequence M 2 j+1 has a completed glued limit space which is isometric toŪ {2 j+1} , but the sequence M j itself does not have a glued limit space. We thus see that the different glued limits obtained using different subsequences are quite different. In particular in Example 4.11 the completed glued limit of the M 2 j agrees with the Gromov-Hausdorff limit of the M j while the completed glued limit of M 2 j+1 is empty. Remark 6.10. In Example 2.13 which had increasingly many splines, it was seen that the Gromov-Hausdorff limit for the sequence M j described there does not exist. However the sequence M δ j converges to the metric completition of the annulus Ann (0,0) (1 + δ, 2 − δ) with the flat metric, see Remark 5.6. Start with δ 0 < 1/2 then
Thus Y = Ann (0,0) (1, 2) with the flat length metric. This glued limit space Y is precompact.
A similar example, also constructed using flat M j ⊂ E 2 with no Gromov-Haudorff limit has converging M δ j , and a glued limit space which is a flat open manifold that is bounded but not precompact: Example 6.11. We define a flat open manifold with j splines of decreasing width:
As in Example 2.13, (M j , d M j ) have no Gromov-Haudorff limit because they have increasingly many splines. Unlike Example 2.13, for any number N, there exists δ N sufficiently small that M δ N j has N splines. In fact,
where Y δ is δ inner region of the flat open manifold:
Taking the identity maps to be the isometric embeddings, we see that Y is also a glued limit space for the M j even though it is bounded but not precompact.
Recall Example 2.14 of a sequence of surfaces which have no Gromov-Hausdorff limit. We now modify this example to obtain a sequence of manifolds with boundary that have no Gromov-Haudorff limit but whose δ inner regions have Gromov-Haudorff limits and we construct the glued limit space and see that it is also bounded and not precompact. This glued limit space is not a manifold.
be a disjoint union of spaces with taxicab metrics glued with a gluing map ψ(0, y) = (0, y). One may think of X j as a book with j pages of decreasing height glued along a spine on the left. Within X j choose sets A j to be the union of the top edges of each of the pages. If we take surfaces M j as constructed in Proposition 2.8 they now have boundary, such that
As in Example 2.14, the M j have no GH converging subsequence because the X j have no GH converging subsequence.
Observe that there exists k δ such that for all j > k δ ,
Since this sequence does not depend on j, it clearly converges in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Thus M δ j converge to the same Gromov-Hausdorff limit space. In fact they converge to X ∞ \ T δ (A ∞ ) where
and A ∞ is the union of the tops of all of these pages. In fact, X ∞ is the glued limit space.
6.5.
A Glued Limit Space which is not Geodesic. Here we present an example whose glued limit space is not geodesic or even a length space (and neither is its metric completion):
Example 6.13. In Euclidean space, E 2 , define
Then for δ < 1/4 there is J = J(δ) such that
The completed glued limit is not a length space:
Open Question 6.14. Is a glued limit space locally geodesic: for all y ∈ Y, does there exist y > 0 such that B(y, y ) is geodesic? If there is a counter example, what conditions can be imposed on the space to guarantee that it is locally geodesic?
6.6. Balls in Glued Limit Spaces. Recall that earlier we proved that for any
. This is not true for glued limit spaces. That is, it is possible for p ∈
). In fact we can take the ball of arbitrarily small radius and still x F δ i+1 (Y δ i+1 ). Here we present such an example:
Example 6.15. Recall Example 6.12 where we constructed M j that have no GromovHausdorff limit such that M δ j converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to Y δ = X ∞ \T δ (A ∞ ) where
where each piece is connected along (0, y) ∼ (0, y) and A ∞ is the union of the tops of all of these pages. This X ∞ is a glued limit space for this example.
Then
Take any ball about the common point (0, 0) ∈ X ∞ . For any radius r > 0, B (0,0) (r) contains infinitely many points y j = (r/2, 0)
, for j sufficiently large that 1/2 j < δ.
6.7.
Nonuniqueness of the Glued Limit Space. We now see that glued limit spaces and completed glued limit spaces are not necessarily unique. Recall that in Theorem 6.6 we explained that if M j have a Gromov-Hausdorff limit, then the completed glued limit space is unique. So we need to construct a sequence of manifolds, M j , which have no GromovHausdorff limit. In fact we will imitate Example 6.12 applying Proposition 2.8 to construct the following example:
Example 6.16. There is a sequence of Riemannian surfaces, M j , with boundary, ∂M j , such that there exists δ i → 0 and metric spaces Y δ i such that
constructed as in Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.1 and their metric completions are not isometric.
Proof. Let
and let
be a disjoint union of N j = 1 + 2 + 4 + ... + 2 j−1 spaces endowed with taxicab metrics glued with a gluing map ψ(0, y) = (0, y). One may think of X j as a book with N j pages of different heights glued along a spine on the left.
Let H j ⊂ P j be defined by
and let A j ⊂ X j be defined,
If we take surfaces M j as constructed in Proposition 2.8 they now have boundary, such that
As in Example 2.14, the M j have no GH converging subsequence because the X j have no GH converging subsequence. Now
Taking δ = δ 2i = 1/(2i) and j > i we have (194) endowed with taxicab metrics glued with a gluing map ψ(0, y) = (0, y). There are 1 + 2 + 4 + ... + 2 (i−1)−1 rectangular pages and 2 (i−1) pages that are just intervals of length 1 − 1/(2i). Taking j → ∞ we get If we define ϕ δ 2i ,δ 2i+2 : Y δ 2i → Y δ 2i+2 to be the inclusion map, and then construct the glued limit space as in Theorem 6.1 we obtain,
endowed with taxicab metrics glued with a gluing map ψ(0, y) = (0, y). This has infinitely many pages, all shaped like rectangles. Now we define ϕ δ 2i ,δ 2i+2 : Y δ 2i → Y δ 2i+2 to be an isometric embedding which maps a point
via the inclusion map and which maps
This is possible because we have enough copies of P i+1 \ T δ 2i+2 (H i+1 ) in Y δ 2i+2 . In particular ϕ δ 2i ,δ 2i+2 maps the interval pages into interval pages. If we then construct the glued limit space as in Theorem 6.1 we obtain,
which has infinitely many pages that are intervals in addition to all the pages shaped like rectangles. So we have two distinct glued limit spaces for the sequence δ 2i = 1/(2i) and their metric completions are not isometric.
Glued Limits under Curvature Bounds
In this section we prove the existence of glued limits of sequences of manifolds with certain natural geometric conditions [Theorems 7.1 and 7.4]. We do not require the sequences of manifolds themselves to have Gromov-Hausdorff limits. 
Remark 7.2. The sequences of flat surfaces, M j ⊂ E 2 , defined in Example 2.13 and Example 6.11 have a common finite upper volume bound but there is no common finite upper bound for the number of disjoint balls of M j of radius less than 1. Thus, these two sequences do not have a Gromov-Hausdorff limit. Nonetheless since
Theorem 7.1 demonstrates that we can construct glued limits for these spaces. 
Proceeding as before for n ∈ N, there is a subsequence
. We may now apply Theorem 6.3 to complete the proof. 
and
Then there exists a subsequence j k such that for all δ i {M 
The above inequality and the hypotheses of the theorem imply that for each i,
Start with δ 0 . By Theorem 1.4 there exists a subsequence
Proceeding as before for n ∈ N, there exists a subsequence
. Finally, apply Theorem 6.3.
Properties of Glued Limit Spaces under Curvature Bounds
In this final section of the paper we consider the local properties of the glued limits of sequences of manifolds with constant sectional curvature as in Theorem 7.1 and manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature as in Theorem 7.4. We begin with an example indicating how even when the sequences of manifolds has a Gromov-Hausdorff limit, one need not retain curvature conditions on the Gromov-Haudorff limit space [Example 8.1] . This is in sharp contrast with the setting where the Riemannian manifolds are compact without boundary. In this example, the glued limit space is empty. Then we have a subsection about balls in glued limit spaces without any assumption on curvature [Theorem 8.3] . We apply this control on the balls to prove that local curvature properties do persist on glued limit space. In particular we prove Proposition 8.4 that the glued limits of manifolds with constant sectional curvature bounds (and other conditions) are unions of manifolds with constant sectional curvature. We close with Theorem 8.8 concerning the metric measure properties of glued limits of manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature. and S j = exp p (S j ). We can form a graph A j whose vertices are in S j and whose edges form a triangulation. That is we connect (i/ j, k/ j) to the points ((i+1)/ j, k/ j), (i/ j, (k+1)/ j) and ((i + 1)/ j, (k + 1)/ j). We let A j = exp p (A j ) and set the lengths of the edges in A j to be the distances between the vertices viewed as points in H 2 . Then A j converges to B p (1) ⊂ H 2 in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense. Now we define A j to be the simplicial complexes formed by filling in the triangles in A j with flat Euclidean triangles. Observe that A j converges to B p (1) ⊂ H 2 in the GromovHausdorff sense as well. Finally, for each j we remove tiny balls of radius << 1/ j around the vertices in A j , to create a flat open manifold, M j . These M j converge in the GromovHausdorff sense to B p (1) ⊂ H 2 .
Remark 8.2. Example 8.1 has an empty glued limit space. In the next subsections we will see that the glued limit spaces do retain some of the curvature properties of the initial sequence of manifolds. Thus the glued limit space is a more natural object of study than the Gromov-Haudorff limit even when the Gromov-Haudorff limit exists.
Balls to Glued Limit Spaces.
Generally when one wishes to study the properties of a complete noncompact limit space, one studies balls in the limit space as Gromov-Hausdorff limits of balls in the sequence. Here we cannot control balls in the limit space, but we can control balls of radius < δ i − δ i+1 centered in F δ i (Y δ i ) intersected with F δ i+1 (Y δ i+1 ). This will suffice to study the geometric properties of the glued limit spaces. In fact
See Example 8.5 in which the glued limit space is a countable collection of flat tori which are not connected to one another but have a metric restricted from a larger compact metric space of finite volume.
Proof. Recall that any glued limit space, Y, defined as in Theorem 6.3 depends on a sequence δ i → 0 and gluings ϕ δ i+1 ,δ i : Y δ i+1 → Y δ i via the subsequential limit isometric embeddings of (116). There are isometric embeddings F δ i :
and (244) we have
We need only show that U is isometric to a ball of radius i in M m H , the m dimensional simply connected manifold with constant sectional curvature H. In fact Y = X \ S 0 .
Open Question 8.6. Are the glued limits of sequences of manifolds with constant sectional curvature open manifolds with constant sectional curvature? We know they need not be connected by Example 8.5.
Open Question 8.7. Are the glued limits of sequences of manifolds with constant sectional curvature unique? Perhaps an adaption of Example 8.5 could be applied to show that they are not. Note that this theorem may be applied to study the glued limits of sequences of manifolds satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.4.
To prove this theorem we will apply Cheeger-Colding's Volume Convergence Theorem [3] [4] which was reviewed in Subsection 2.6. See Theorem 2.25 and Remark 2.26 for the precise statement we will use here.
Since W i is a subset of the compact F δ i+1 (Y
